
Exploring Puerto Rico: A Guide To
Taking A Taxi From Isla Verde To Old
San Juan
Isla Verde and also Old San Juan are two prominent destinations in Puerto Rico that provide
various experiences for travelers. Isla Verde, situated in the northeastern coast of the island,
is a community in the city of Carolina understood for its beaches, resorts, and also night life.
It's an ideal area to remain if you're seeking a more relaxed and also laid-back getaway.

Old San Juan, on the various other hand, is the historical area of the capital city of San Juan.
Found on a tiny island connected to the mainland by bridges, Old San Juan is recognized for
its colonial architecture, museums, and social destinations. It's a great place to go to if you're
interested in history, art, and also culture.

If you're remaining in Isla Verde and also intend to take a day trip to Old San Juan, one of
the most effective ways to arrive is by taking a taxi. The range in between the two areas is
around 7 miles, as well as the approximate driving time is 20-30 mins, relying on web traffic.

As you make your method from Isla Verde to Old San Juan, you'll be able to admire the
gorgeous coastal sights of the Atlantic Sea. Along the road, you'll additionally go by some of
one of the most popular areas in the city such as Miramar, Condado, and also Santurce.

As soon as you arrive in Old San Juan, you'll have the ability to check out the lovely streets
lined with vivid colonial-style buildings. A few of the must-see attractions in Old San Juan
consist of El Morro, a 16th-century ft that uses breathtaking views of the city and also the
ocean, and La Casa Blanca, the earliest executive mansion in continual use in the Americas.

You can additionally see the Paseo de la Princesa, a stunning promenade that leaves the
city walls, as well as the Sanctuary of San Juan Bautista, the earliest sanctuary in the
Americas.

When it's time to head back to Isla Verde, you can simply take another taxi or schedule a
return journey with your original driver. Taking a taxi is a convenient and also comfortable



way to discover the city, and it's also a great choice if you're wanting to prevent the hassle of
driving and discovering car park.

Overall, taking a taxi from isla verde to old san juan is a fantastic method to experience the
very best of both worlds in Puerto Rico. You'll have the ability to kick back and also enjoy the
coastline in Isla Verde, and then head to Old San Juan to explore the city's abundant
background and also culture.

When taking a taxi from Isla Verde to Old San Juan, it's important to see to it you're utilizing
a trustworthy as well as licensed taxi company. You can ask your hotel or hotel for
recommendations, or you can try to find a company online that has great testimonials. It's
additionally a great idea to settle on the price with the motorist prior to you begin your trip to
prevent any type of complication or differences later on.

When you're in Old San Juan, you can also consider walking excursion or a cart excursion to
read more concerning the city's background as well as society. These scenic tours are a
terrific means to see the major tourist attractions in Old San Juan as well as to read more
about the city's abundant history.

https://www.sanjuan.taxi/


If you're looking to conserve cash, you can also think about taking the public bus from Isla
Verde to Old San Juan. The bus will certainly take you to the major terminal in San Juan,
where you can take one more bus to Old San Juan. This alternative is definitely less
expensive than taking a taxi, yet it might not be as comfortable or convenient.

If you're looking to take pleasure in the ideal of both globes, you can consider remaining in a
resort or resort that is close to both Isla Verde as well as Old San Juan. In this manner, you'll
have the ability to delight in the beach and also the night life in Isla Verde and afterwards
head to Old San Juan for a day of checking out the city.

Finally, taking a taxi from Isla Verde to Old San Juan is a wonderful means to experience the
most effective of both worlds in Puerto Rico. It's a hassle-free as well as comfy means to
navigate, and also it's likewise a terrific way to see the city's significant tourist attractions
without the inconvenience of driving as well as discovering car park. Whether you're aiming
to relax on the coastline or explore the city's abundant background and also culture, Puerto
Rico has something to supply everybody.


